Digital Regulation 2030

Regulating the digital and the
electronic communications
sector
EMERG online workshop on Digital Platforms, 04.11.2021
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Essential features of the ongoing phase of Industrial revolution

The ongoing 4th industrial revolution fundamentally transforms manufacturing,
with new technologies blurring the border between digital and physical worlds.
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Essential features


Digital transformation pervasively affecting every aspects of life worldwide



Connected devices, AI, robotics, IoT, AR and VR, cloud, further automated processed



Digital platforms are what the factory was in previous phases of industrial revolutions



Digital platforms as the main site of economic activity around which the most of the
other economic activities are organized



Digital platforms have implications on the ability of firms to evolve rapidly, thus
affecting the structure of sectors.



Dominant platforms extending to other related activities to access more data
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Understanding the digital ecosystem: Value chain and relevant stakeholders

A combination of intertwined digital capabilities, tools, actors and related
environment, each playing a particular role in order to function as a whole.
Content rights

Premium rights


Video content, e.g. sports



Music content



Publishing



Gaming



Non-entertainment content

Other content


Professional content



User-generated content

Any rights of ownership (IPR,
e.g. copyright) with regard to
any content available online,
allowing owner to derive a profit
from his invention or creation

Enabling technologies
and services

Digital (online) services



Web design / Web hosting



E-retail



E-travel



Video



Music



Payment platforms



Communication



M2M platforms



Social media



E-commerce platforms



Gaming



Search



Information



Cloud services



Gambling

Delivery and receipt at a
distance via electronic means



Advertising

Connectivity







Mobile access

Fixed access

User interface

User

Access devices


Smartphones



PCs



Smart TV



Tablets



Wearables



Set top box



Digital media
receivers

Satellite access
Systems/ software



AI, IoT, Blockchain, Big data

New processes and
techniques leading to an
upgrade of existing
capabilities
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Electronic
communications
networks and
services



Operating systems



Software apps (App
stores)

Set of tools enabling the user to
interact with the ecosystem

Using
digital
services

Ongoing wave of digitization competition and drivers

The drivers behind the ongoing wave of digitization competition.

Softwarerization, cloudification,
computing power, artificial
intelligence, miniaturization

New players entering the electronic
communications value chain

Globalization vs. protectionism,
industrial politics

Digitization
Connectedness, seamlessness,
individuality, convenience, context
relatedness, security and privacy

“New Regulation”:
Online giants increasingly under
pressure
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Digital services and Digital regulation: Conceptual description

“Digital services” refers to online services or “Information society services”.

Digital services and Digital regulation: Conceptual description

Services normally provided for
remuneration, without physical
presence of provider and recipient, by
electronic means and at the individual
request of the recipient of services
(online services)

“Digital services”
and
“Digital regulation”

Digital regulation

Legal and regulatory measures for an
enabling environment for a thriving
digital services sector

Digital services
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Main building blocs of the digital sector: Enabling role for the legal/regulatory environment

A thriving digital sector goes beyond connectivity and access. Having an
enabling legislative and regulatory framework is critical.

01

02

Basic
infrastructure

03

Digital
infrastructure

04

Digital
platforms

Digital
entrepreneurs



Roads



Enabling technologies





Ports



Mobile networks (5G),
optical fiber

Digital identification
systems and services



Private sector



Railways



Data centers



Digital financial
services



Electricity







Water

Connectivity and
access

Public authorities (eservices)

Digital services to the
public sector




Airports
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Devices and terminals



Relevant services



Relevant content

Digital skills

Digital
adoption



Teachers, vocational
training



Public acceptance



Affordability



Masters, doctorates,
researchers,
entrepreneurs



Digital culture



Use of digital
services by private
and public



Engineers, qualified
professional

An appropriate regulatory framework is essential to create an enabling environment for
facilitating digital deployment, adoption, distribution and use
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Digital services regulation in the EU: Snapshot of ongoing initiatives

Ongoing EU efforts to provide answers to the challenges posed by digital
market environment includes DSA, DMA, DGA and DA proposals.

Digital Services Act (DSA)

Digital Markets Act (DMA)

Trustworthy
and
transparent
digital
environment

Data Governance Act (DGA)

Fair and
competitive
digital
environment

Data Act (DA)

Towards a
fair allocation
of data value
among actors
of the data
economy

Towards a
Single market
for data



Due diligence obligations for online
intermediary services



Restricting power of gatekeepers (providers
with significant intermediation power)



Fostering data availability for use;



Data-sharing services (intermediaries)



Special attention on very large online
platforms



Ex-ante obligation/prohibitions



Increasing trust in the use of data



Providing a fair-trading environment for the
platform ecosystems in the EU
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Addressing data sharing in specific
situations, incl. in a B2B and B2G context



Improved data portability, especially in the
cloud market



Complementing the DGA

Presentation:
BEREC, Jorge Infante
(CNMC)
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Proposed Anti-Monopoly Agenda for “A Stronger Online Economy”

5 bipartisan draft bills in process to tackle anti-competitive conduct of Big Tech
monopolies so far unregulated.
“American Innovation and Choice
Online Act”

“Merger Filing Fee Modernization
Act”


Updating filing fees for mergers to
ensure that Department of Justice and
Federal Trade Commission have the
resources they need to aggressively
enforce the antitrust laws.

“selfpreferencing”

“more money for
antitrust authority”
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Discriminatory conduct by dominant
platforms, including self-preferencing

1
“Platform Competition and
Opportunity Act”

4

5 draft
bills

“Augmenting Compatibility and
Competition by Enabling Service
Switching (ACCESS) Act”


Lowering barriers to entry and
switching costs for businesses and
consumers through interoperability
and data portability requirements

2

“killer
acquisitions”



Acquisitions of competitive threats by
dominant platforms



Acquisitions that expand or entrench
the market power of online platforms

“Ending Platform Monopolies Act”
“promoting
online competition”
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“leverage of
power”



Dominant platforms leveraging their
monopoly power to distort or destroy
competition in markets that rely on
that platform

UK’s Strategic Market Status (SMS) regime under consideration

The proposed new SMS regime for big tech shall be part of a wider framework
for digital markets, also including new rules e.g. for harmful online content.

Main components of CMA’s proposed
new framework for proactively shaping
market behavior of the most powerful
tech firms

Firms with
“Strategic Market
Status” (SMS)

1

Code of
Conduct

Clear rules of the games that are tailed to each
individual SMS firm -----> No “one size fits all” approach

2

Interven
sion

Addressing the root cause of market power of the SMS
firm, e.g. personal data mobility, interoperability and
data access

3

Merger
rules

DMU’s closer scrutiny to transactions involving SMS
firms, block on completing a deal until closing of CMA
investigation

New ex ante regime

Strategic Market
Status (SMS)
regime

Firm has
SMS?

SMS test
“Substantial entrenched market power”
in at least one digital activity, providing
the firm with a strategic position. No
explicit quantitative thresholds and
criteria to be met (≠ DMA)

Digital
Markets Unit
(DMU) procompetitive
intervention

Successful
justification
by the
SMS firm?

Specific
Code of
Conduct

Legally binding regulatory landscape
Clear upfront rules applying to the SMS
firm, with 3 general objectives to be
tailored to the activity, the conduct, and
harms it is intended to address. No fixed
and pre-established list of rules (≠ DMA)
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Invoking countervailing benefits
SMS firms can avoid DMU intervention if
they can justify their practices by
countervailing benefits (≠ DMA)

Power of DMU
▪

Data-related interventions (consumer
control over data, interoperability, data
access and data separation powers)
▪ Consumer choice and default
interventions
▪ Functional separation interventions
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Presentation: Tiago Prado,
Digital Platform’s Expert/Data
Scientist/Consultant
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Changing regulatory approaches over time

Regulatory approaches changing with evolving business models and
technology progress. G5 focuses on cross-sectoral digital economy impacts.
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Public Monopolies

Generations
of
regulation
(G)

G1

Opening markets

Enabling investment

G2

▪ Regulated public
monopolies

▪ Partial liberalization and
privatization

▪ Command and control
approach

▪ Protecting State’s
investment and stakes

G3
▪ Stimulating competition in
service and content
▪ Consumer protection
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Digital development

G4
▪ Integrated regulation for
digital transformation
▪ Defined economic and
social policy goals

Collaborative regulation

G5

▪ Inclusive dialogue and
harmonized approach
across sectors
▪ Addressing impacts of
the digital economy

Generations of regulation (G): Benchmarking EMERG NRAs

No country in G5 worldwide so far. Many of EMERG NRAs are
found as G4 by ITU, while 5 EMERG NRAs are below G4.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Public Monopolies

Opening markets

G1

▪ Partial liberalization and
privatization

▪ Command and control
approach

▪ Protecting State’s
investment and stakes

LB

Enabling investment

G2

▪ Regulated public
monopolies

LY

PS

PS: Palestine
BA: Bosnia and Herzegovina
ME: Montenegro
SI: Slovenia

Digital development

G3

IL

ES

▪ Integrated regulation for
digital transformation
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▪ Inclusive dialogue and
harmonized approach
across sectors
▪ Addressing impacts of
the digital economy

AT

BA

HR

CY

EG

FR

DE

GR

IT

JO

MT

MA

PT

SI

TN

TR

Source: ITU Regulatory Tracker 2020

G5

▪ Defined economic and
social policy goals

▪ Consumer protection

Tracker Score breakdown:
▪
G1: ≥ 0
▪
G2: ≥ 40
▪
G3: ≥ 70
▪
G4: ≥ 85 ≤ 100
▪
G5 not covered

Collaborative regulation

G4

▪ Stimulating competition in
service and content

50 indicators (11 composite, see full
list below) grouped into 4 clusters:
▪
Regulatory authority
▪
Regulatory mandates
▪
Regulatory regime
▪
Sector competition framework

ME
CH

Digital services regulation vs. Electronic Communications Services regulation

Telcos must consider legal and regulatory issues from 2 different perspectives,
in the light of the progressing digital economy

Digital services

Electronic communications services


NRAs



All regulatory authorities in charge of
regulating provision of a digital service



Undertakings providing electronic
communications services



All undertakings providing digital services



Undertakings operating electronic
communications networks

Regulatory framework for
electronic communications,
integrating changes caused by
digital services. Digital services
included only if they are related to
communications
(sector-specific)

Regulatory framework for digital
(online) services
(cross-sectoral)
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Digital services vs. Electronic Communications Services

Digital services and electronic communications services are 2 overlapping
circles. The intersection includes services such as Internet Access and OTT.

Digital services completely unrelated
to electronic communications
(e.g., sale of goods online,
collaborative platforms, hosting
services in general

Digital services
(only)

Both

Electronic
Communications
Services
(only)

Electronic communications services
that are not provided via electronic
processing systems, e.g. traditional
(internet independent) voice
telephony services

Digital services that are related to electronic
communications, e.g., internet access services, data-based
interpersonal communications services, services consisting
in the conveyance of signals
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